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SYNOPSIS

Nour, a 14-year-old boy, is enjoying the beginning of the summer holidays in the South of France. He is the youngest
of four brothers. They live together in a council estate, taking turns caring for their mother who is in a coma. She used
to love Italian Opera, so Nour plays it for her, and develops a passion for that music. Between community work and
rising tensions at home, Nour dreams of escaping to a faraway place. When he crosses paths with Sarah, an Opera
singer teaching summer classes, he finally finds the opportunity to come out of his shell and explore new horizons.

INTERVIEW
WITH YOHAN MANCA

ow was La Traviata, My
Brothers & I conceived?
It’s loosely adapted from a play
“Why We Left, My Brothers & I,”
by Hédi Tillette de Clermont-Tonnerre,
which I had brought to the stage and
performed when I was 17. It’s made up
of four monologues, recited by four
brothers. One if its themes is the encounter
of a character with art, when nothing
predisposed him to that. And this idea
resonated with my experience at the time.

Is this the only autobiographical
part of the film?
I put a lot of personal memories in this
film, of my youth, of my childhood. Like
the four brothers in my script, I come
from working-class neighborhoods,
south of Seine-et-Marne and Pantin,
East of Paris. I am also of Mediterranean
origin, Spanish from my mother, Italian
from my father. I wanted to deal with
those origins, and this immigration from
the Mediterranean basin.

« I wanted to direct
the viewer’s full
attention towards
an eternal subject:
the way art
can save us. »

Visually, how did you want to convey the life of these
working-class neighborhoods?
Far from the images continuously conveyed by the 24-hour news
channels, which only treat these territories as dangerous places,
populated by thugs. My approach was not documentary either,
as filmmakers such as Abdellatif Kechiche and Tony Gatlif have

already done this quite well. My decision was to show what is beautiful
and romantic in these territories. So hand-held camera and digital
filming were out of the question. I wanted to avoid conveying the
feeling of urgency in an area that is always shown to be hostile -- and
even at war. I shot with a tripod, with a soft, assertive point of view,
and I used the warm southern light, on 16-millimeter film. I find that
it makes everything much more radiant and poetic.

« I wanted to pay
tribute to these
people who fight
all day long to reveal
one another’s
passions. »

What were you thinking when
filming these places, which
seem inspiring, and shot
without any sense of fatalism?
I thought of the cinema that
I cherish: the Italian cinema
of Federico Fellini, which showed
the suburbs, the outskirts, in an
often sublime and elevated
manner, while the social context
was so hard and dark. The Nights
of Cabiria, for example, shows
a strange Rome, focused on the
slums. It’s both beautiful and cruel.
I also thought of Frightful, Dirty
and Wicked by Ettore Scola, the
lawlessness and absolute misery
of its world, its atrocious slums,
yet also filled with great beauty.
Film makes images universal,
in my opinion. It prints a story
organically, timelessly. This is also
why in La Traviata, My Brothers
& I, there are no cell phones, none
of the current technology that
automatically dates a film. No
one communicates or speaks via
social networks. I wanted to direct
the viewer’s full attention towards
an eternal subject: the way art
can save us.

« I made the conscious choice
never to name the setting of the story. »
Is it also to support this notion of universality
that we never know exactly where the story of La
Traviata, My Brothers & I takes place?
I made the conscious choice never to name the setting
of the story, because it’s important that it can happen
anywhere. The main characters have little or no accent.
I didn’t want to establish anything recognizable or typical.
I wasn’t looking for “local color”, but rather, for universality,
so that the film could be assimilated to any suburb in the
world. It turns out that my heroes are of North African
origin through their mother, and Italian through their
father, because I wanted to cast these specific actors.
The characters of Mo or Abel could have been called
Marco, or Nino, and have been born in Naples. When
people see me in the street, one day they think I’m North
African, the next day Pakistani, the following, Argentinian.
The characters’ origins are not a theme here. We all have
one or more origins, and increasingly, we will be coming
“from elsewhere”. It was important for me to bring this
multi-cultural notion to life in this film. I find it beautiful;
and it also carries real hope.

What is your interpretation for the title of the film?
The title carries the idea that the brothers of our young
protagonist have nothing to do with him, yet they share
a very strong brotherly love.

How did you work on the characterization of the four
brothers? They have very distinct temperaments,
whether moral or physical.
I wanted to distinguish them from each other, and to talk
about what I observe in my own family, and in those
around me: how we can share the same blood and yet
react so differently? And then also, at the risk of seeming
megalomaniac and slightly schizophrenic, I wanted to talk
about the different aspects of my personality at different
ages: as a child, as a teenager, as a young adult, etc. Including
this (often annoying) flirtatious side and this tendency to
react aggressively over nothing that characterize boys
when they think they’ve become men – or this gruff side,
so sure of themselves. Well, obviously, I’m exaggerating
all these characteristics.

« Opera naturally came to me when
I decided on Nour’s vocation. It seems like
an obvious and fascinating choice. »

“Gruff side, so sure of themselves”: that describes the older
brother.
Actor Jean-Louis Trintignant once said that it’s dangerous to have
certainties. I completely agree with that. The older brother, Abel (played
by Dali Benssalah) is indeed steeped in certainties, although he still
has a vulnerable sensitivity and obviously, a lot of love inside him.
His certainties are there so he won’t collapse, but they also devour
him. It’s difficult for him to let go of them, because that’s what his
other brothers expect from him. He embodies a kind of father figure.

To that effect, while shooting, Dali and I decided that he should
overdo it. His character tells himself: “I’m up to it”, when in fact
he has neither the age, nor the strength, nor the experience to play
the patriarch. In spite of this apparent simplicity, he might be one
of the more complex characters in the film. Dali Benssalah (whom
I had seen in a short segment of The Blaze which was called Territory)
finds the right balance between the idea of a “man” (with his build
and stature) and something more vulnerable, which he conveys with
furtive looks and expressions.

Mo, the second brother, has a very different energy...
Mo is the most tortured of the brothers, almost like a poet. Along with
Nour, he’s also the one with the most artistic sensitivity, but above all,
he knows how to use humor to constantly play down every situation.
He’s very modern, and his virtuosity feels good. I wrote the role for
Sofian Khammes, whom I had already cast in my short films. This

actor is a genius; he can do anything. In the film, he really embodies
this Italian-style swagger, but with a certain lightness. He frees himself
from all we can expect from him, and with his unapologetic energy,
he “carries” the others, while secretly maintaining a sense of deep
sorrow. His nature allows him to laugh at everything, and he’s able
to provoke hilarity when the situation is actually miserable.

« I thought that it would be amazing to combine
an art that’s often considered the most elitist
with a working class environment. »
The third brother, Hédi, represents what’s uncontrollable
in the film.
Hédi is a wild character, with unmanageable moods (sometimes
stupid, sometimes moving), which is what happens when you
live in such neighborhoods and you lack any kind of perspective.
His character feels everything deeply. Unconsciously, he also
carries a sense of perdition, which can go as far as pure
hatred. When faced with danger or the authorities, he reacts
as though challenged: it’s sacrificial, and it’s meaningless.
Although this was his first time acting in a feature, Moncef
Farfar understood all this quite well, and embodies this
character in a very “animalistic” way, without any intention
of wanting --or having to-- explain himself.

Let’s talk about the last and youngest brother, Nour,
our protagonist. How does he stand out from his three
older siblings?
Initially, I wondered whether I should look for a young singer
who could become an actor, or a young actor who would be
dubbed if he didn’t know how to sing. In the end, I decided
to cast an actor. And it turns out that Maël Rouin-Berrandou
(who plays Nour) was unknowingly blessed with near perfect
pitch. He was able to train in singing with Dominique Moaty,
a singing teacher and a specialist in pre-teens, and their
suddenly mutating voices.

Nour is a unique character: he spends most of his time
observing, he is both a witness, who thinks intelligently, and
an observer. I wanted a “natural” actor, a real character, able
to convey a lot without moving too much; someone without
fears or too many hang-ups, someone ready to reveal himself.
During the casting session, I asked the young actors to invent
a story for me. And I immediately saw that Maël was very
comfortable transforming into a bit of a liar. He told this
improbable story of a quad ride through the desert with his
father, who left him alone with a bottle of water, to meet
Tuaregs, and some one-toothed man. Mael was lively and
extremely funny as he told his story. And I knew then, that
he was meant to play Nour.

Let’s talk about the artistic calling of this very young
character. Why was this theme so important to you?
My father sells amusement rides and I too wanted to work
in sales. I like talking to people, and I wanted to make money,
and to join this dynamic. I obtained a B.E.P (vocational
diploma) in sales. And at the same time, I discovered acting
thanks to one of my teachers. It was my gateway to art.
I found myself faced with the same choice as the young hero
of the film, Nour: that of embracing an artistic career, when
my predisposition was for something quite different.

What about the relationship between Nour and music: what
does it mean for you?
I like what I call “family fossils”, the secrets and mysteries within
families. For example, I learned very late that my grandfather played
the guitar. It changed my idea of him. Knowing that our parents
and our ancestors had an artistic sensibility is no small thing. The
remnants of the past is a theme that imposed itself naturally when
I wrote the screenplay. Nour also has a family and musical history;
he’s both imbued with it and wants to honor it. His story is both
musical and geographical: his father was Italian and sang Italian
tunes to his mother, probably also to show her that he could have
been a great tenor. This artistic feeling that Nour makes his own is
also a way for me to evoke members of my family who carried within
them an unfulfilled vocation, and therefore, probably, a frustration.
It also pushes Nour to go further and reach his goal, something his
father did not know how to or couldn’t do.

Why choose opera as the art form of the film?
First, I fell in love with an opera aria from Gaetano Donizetti’s
L’Elisir D’Amore called Una Furtiva Lagrima. Then, a few years ago,
I met with Judith Chemla, the actress who plays Sarah, the singing
teacher in the film. Although I knew nothing about opera, when
I heard Judith sing La Traviata, I fell in love with this musical art.
Opera naturally came to me when I decided on Nour’s vocation.
It seems like an obvious and fascinating choice. There was something
too old-fashioned about theater and stage acting. Cinema did not
present enough contrast with Nour’s universe. Dance was already the
subject of Stephen Daldry’s Billy Elliot. So: opera, it was! I thought
that it would be amazing to combine an art that’s often considered
the most elitist with a working class environment. I felt that I was on
an interesting track when a producer whom I was talking to about my
project replied: “opera doesn’t belong in lower-income neighborhoods!”
But that’s simply not true!

How did you work on the sound of this musical film?
I thought about the sound of the film while I was writing the script.
I wanted people to be able to listen to the film and understand
it, even if there were no images. When the brothers walk through
their neighborhood, there’s an entire and organic universe of sound
accompanying them. Personally, I have very precise sound memories
of the neighborhoods in which I’ve lived. The sounds of these places
marked me. Ultimately, that might be the only documentary dimension
to my film.

Among all these male characters, there is a female character

--the singing teacher-- who plays a decisive part. What does
she represent in the film?
In the course of the film, she comes to represent several things.
First of all, she symbolizes Nour’s encounter with singing in quite
a playful and natural way. She becomes a real pillar in Nour’s life.
In her, he finds the maternal love and the tenderness that he no
longer finds elsewhere: it is she who takes him by the hand and
guides him on a new path. With the character of Sarah, I wanted
to pay tribute to these people who fight all day long to reveal their
passions, not only in the low-income suburbs, but also in the remote
countryside, where theaters and cinemas are less and less frequent.

« We spend our lives trying to expel
our demons, become someone better,
so I like going towards lightness. »
The brothers’ apartment is another
important element in the film, and almost
a character in its own right. Why is that?
The apartment looks like the one I grew up in,
with its layout, its hallway, its rooms, but that’s
not all. This is the type of apartment where
young people will cohabit with their parents
for a long time, lacking the means to move out.
They’re still in their childhood bedroom, with
the same bed since they were fifteen. What
this apartment symbolizes is the impossibility
of leaving, of letting go of our habits, and
breaking free from the codes of these confining
neighborhoods. I also wanted to talk about these
families who arrived in the 1960s, and who never
moved. In the film’s apartment, you can sense
these decades spent in the same place, like
layers on top of each other. The dated and worn
wallpaper, the soccer stickers stuck on a piano
that no one has touched for a long time, some

sections of walls that have been painted over
etc... all these details illustrate a relationship
to time and space.

This apartment is also the link that holds
the siblings together. How would you
qualify this bond, which reunites them
every night over dinner?
These four brothers are not alike. Each of them
traces his own path, but blood ties are what
binds them, which I found beautiful and just.
Being made of the same flesh causes a love that
goes beyond them, and is impossible to control.
They also do not put this love into words: it’s not
necessary. They meet around a dish of pasta (as
was the case in my childhood home), and it calms
whatever conflict is dividing them at the time.
Gathering this way comes naturally to them;
it’s sacred, although they’re not aware of it.

Inside this apartment (and in general) how did you direct
those four actors to achieve a certain harmony, almost
like a personal choreography?
I left the actors as much leeway as possible, but within a very defined
framework. I’m not coming up with anything new; I didn’t invent this
method. It was the actors themselves that gave the film its rhythm,
both gentle and fluid. I let them figure it out themselves, organically,
so that they would function like proper siblings, sometimes with
violence, and with very tense physical bonds, while also conveying
a lot of love and solidarity. We had many discussions to seek and
find the proper harmony between these four characters.

And joy, as well?
Yes, my characters must gravitate towards joy, because that’s
what I aspire to in life: joy, happiness, and laughter. We spend our lives
trying to expel our demons, become someone better, so I like going
towards lightness.

Those tattoos on your hands, are they related to your movie?
Not yet... I think. And then again, maybe they are, because they
show my origins. These are the names of the villages where my
grandparents were born, but also dates when some of my friends
died, prematurely. And this is the time when my daughter was born.
Keeping these marks on me reassures me.

YOHAN MANCA
WRITER & DIRECTOR

Yohan Manca started out as an actor and theater
director. He was only 18 when he staged Hédi Tillette
de Clermont-Tonnerre’s play, Pourquoi mes frères et moi on
est parti (“Why We Left, my Brothers & I.”) His collaboration
with this author continued for several years, while working
on other projects, in particular with Mohamed Kacimi (Moi la
mort je t’aime comme vous aime la vie). In conjunction with
his stage work, Yohan Manca acted in several feature films,
in French and Spanish.
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In 2012, he wrote and directed his first short film, Le sac
(“The Bag”), with Corinne Masiero, which was selected
for numerous festivals. His second short film, Hedi & Sarah,
starring Judith Chemla and Thomas Scimeca, resonated
in the media by addressing the subject of harassment. It was
nominated for the Best Short Film Award from the “Syndicat
de la Critique” and was awarded the “Aide après Réalisation”
(post filming subsidy) from the CNC. His third short film,
Red Star, with Abel Jafri and Judith Chemla, was part of the
official selection at the 2021 Clermont-Ferrand festival.
In 2020, Yohan Manca shot his first feature film, which he also
wrote. After being selected for the Ateliers Premiers Plans
in Angers and obtaining the Beaumarchais-SACD Grant in 2019,
the feature film notably obtained the “Advance on Receipts”
before production. Produced by “A Single Man”, La Traviata,
My Brothers & I brings together actors Maël Rouin-Berrandou,
Judith Chemla, Dali Benssalah and Sofian Khammes. Yohan
Manca is currently writing his second feature, Pirate n° 7, based
on the work of Élise Arfi, and also produced by Julien Madon.

JUDITH CHEMLA
An actress, a lyric singer, a stage actress
and a dire ctor, Judith Chemla joine d the
Comédie Française in 2007 and pursued a successful
career in theater and opera. At the same time, she
acted in films and collaborated with leading directors:
Pierre Schöller, Jean-Michel Ribes, Bertrand Tavernier,
Pierre Salvadori, Noémie Lvovsky, André Téchiné,
Stéphane Brizé, Eric Toledano & Olivier Nakache,
Mia Hansen- Løve, etc. For her role in Camille Rewinds
by Noémie Lvovsky, she was nominated for the César
for best actress in a supporting role and in 2013,
she won the Lumière Award for Best Promising
Actress. In 2017, she was nominated for the César
for best actress for A Woman’s Life by Stéphane
Brizé. In addition to La Traviata, My Brothers & I
by Yohan Manca, she will soon appear in A Winter
in Summer by Laëtitia Masson and in the next
films by Olivier Dahan (Simone Veil, a Woman of
the Century) and Yvan Attal (Les Choses Humaines.)

DALI BENSSALAH
Trained at the Cours Florent, the Theatre National
de la Colline and the Theatre National de Strasbourg,
as well as La Fabrica in Avignon, Dali Benssalah enjoyed
a successful career on stage, notably under the direction
of Olivier Py. In 2017, his performance in the clip Territory
by the band The Blaze got him noticed. He was introduced
to the general public in 2019 with the series Les Sauvages
by Rebecca Zlotowski (broadcast on Canal +) in which
he played one of the main roles. He made his feature
debut with Interrail by Carmen Alessandrin, then he
joined the cast of A Faithful Man by Louis Garrel. He will
appear in the next James Bond film, No Time to Die, by
Cary Joji Fukunaga, which was released in theaters in 2021.
And soon, in addition to Yohan Manca’s La Traviata, My
Brothers & I, we will find him in Tropique de la Violence
by Manuel Schapira (with Céline Sallette) and La Ligne
(with Valeria Bruni Tedeschi) by Ursula Meier.

SOFIAN KHAMMES
After initial experiences in an amateur theatre company,
Sofian Khammes joined the “École Supérieure d’Art
Dramatique de Paris”, then the “Conservatoire National
Supérieur d’Art Dramatique de Paris” in 2009. In 2015, he got
his first feature role in Fast Convoy directed by Frédéric
Schoendoerffer and the same year, played the lead in
Chouf by Karim Dridi, selected at the 2016 Cannes Film
Festival. In 2017, his performance earned him a listing in the
Revelations category for the César Awards. In 2018, Romain
Gavras entrusted him with the role of Putin in The World
is Yours, which landed him a nomination for the Revelations
category of the Cesar Awards. In 2020, he received the
Valois for Best Actor for his role in The Big Hit, by Emmanuel
Courcol. He also acted in The Swarm by Just Philippot,
selected for the International Critics’ Week at the 2020
Cannes Film Festival, which will soon be released in theaters.
We will also soon see him in La Traviata, My Brothers & I
by Yohan Manca.

MAËL
ROUIN-BERRANDOU
After various internships at the Cours Florent,
Maël Rouin-Berrandou played the role of “child” Anas (played
by Yacine Belhousse as an adult) in the short film Killing Hope
by Natacha Grangeon and Julia Retali. He was also cast in two
comedies The Other Woman by Daniel Auteuil and The ABCs
of Love, by Noemi Saglio. At the same time, he acted in several
television series and TV films, including Il Etait une Seconde
Fois by Guillaume Nicloux and La Fin de l’Eté by Hélène Angel,
broadcast on Arte.
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Nour Maël ROUIN-BERRANDOU
Sarah Judith CHEMLA
Abel Dali BENSSALAH
Mo Sofian KHAMMES
Hedi Moncef FARFAR
Pietro Luc SCHWARZ
Tonton Manu Olivier LOUSTAU
Julia Olga MILSHTEIN
Loretta Loretta FAJEAU-LEFFRAY
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Screenwriter Yohan MANCA
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